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Computational protein design
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A ‘protein design cycle’, involving cycling between theory
and experiment, has led to recent advances in rational
protein design. A reductionist approach, in which protein
positions are classified by their local environments, has
aided development of an appropriate energy expression.
The computational principles and practicalities of the
protein design cycle are discussed. 
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Introduction
There are many reasons to pursue the goal of protein
design. In medicine and industry, the ability to precisely
engineer protein hormones and enzymes to perform exist-
ing functions under a wider range of conditions, or to
perform entirely new functions, has tremendous potential.
Furthermore, in the case of rational protein design, the
knowledge obtained is likely to be linked to a more com-
plete understanding of the forces underlying protein
folding, enabling more rapid interpretation of the wealth
of genomic information being amassed. Advances in
protein design may also make possible the construction of
a range of other self-organizing macromolecules.
Although some steps have been taken towards the rational
design of functional enzymes [1], such a goal lies some dis-
tance away. Currently, attention is focused on redesigning
portions of proteins to insert particular motifs, increase sta-
bility or modify function. Examples include the engineering
of metal-binding centers, reviewed recently by Hellinga [2],
and the introduction of disulfide bonds [3–5]. Theoretical
work in the context of lattice models has also led to impor-
tant insights. This work has been recently reviewed [6,7].
Attempts to design entire proteins de novo have been
increasingly successful over the past decade. Early design
efforts typically led to poorly characterizable states or
molten globules, instead of a single target fold [8]. Other
difficulties became apparent when a designed α-helical
dimer [9] was shown to actually form a trimer [10]. This
and subsequent studies relied on largely qualitative
examinations of the target molecule [11], making general-
ization to other targets difficult.
This review focuses on the advances made in computa-
tional approaches to protein design. In particular, we
examine those atomistic approaches that involve cycling
between experiment and theory in a ‘protein design cycle’.
Energy expression
Atomistic protein design requires an energy expression or
force-field to rank the desirability of each amino acid
sequence for a particular backbone structure. Over the past
decade, elements of a suitable energy expression for atom-
istic protein design have been suggested and explored. To
avoid over-fitting and to focus on only the most important
contributors, the energy expression should contain as few
terms as possible while maintaining predictive power. Com-
munication between theory and experiment is required to
determine which energy terms to include, and the relative
importance of the included terms. In a protein design cycle,
an energy expression is used to generate sequences that are
subsequently made in the laboratory. Alterations and addi-
tions to the energy expression are then considered which
improve the correlation between the computed and experi-
mentally determined properties of the sequences. The
improved energy expression is then used to generate new
sequences, completing the cycle.
Energy minimization
In order to experimentally test the energy expression, the
minimum-energy sequence of the target backbone must be
determined. In the simplest implementation, the energy of
every possible sequence is calculated using the energy
expression, and the lowest energy sequence is reported. The
size of most problems of interest renders this exhaustive
approach impractical. Ignoring the possibility of multiple
conformations of each amino acid, allowing the 20 naturally
occurring amino acids at every position of a 100 amino acid
protein yields 10130 possible sequence solutions. Clearly,
ingenious energy minimization techniques are necessary.
Published search algorithms, including self-consistent
mean-field approaches [12–14], Monte Carlo techniques
[15,16], neural networks [17] and genetic algorithms
[18,19], share the advantage of being able to sample large
combinatorial space, but the disadvantage of not being
guaranteed to find the global optimal solution. By contrast,
dead-end elimination [20–23] and branch-and-terminate
(DB Gordon and SLM, unpublished data) are search algo-
rithms that give a final solution that is guaranteed to be the
global optimum, but which require the discretization of
sidechain conformations into rotamers [24,25]. Such
requirements will be discussed below. Search algorithms
have been recently reviewed [26].
Discretization of sidechain conformations
To place a reasonable limit on the complexity of the com-
putation, the allowed sidechain conformations are typi-
cally chosen from a library of discrete possibilities, known
as rotamers. This discretization is necessary for some effi-
cient search algorithms to be applicable — in particular,
the dead-end elimination theorem.
Discretization of the sidechain conformations increases the
likelihood of ‘false negative’ results. To be useful, atomistic
protein design has only to output a subset of the sequences
leading to the target fold, with simulation energies that cor-
relate with their experimental stabilities. The simulation
does not need to predict how well externally supplied
sequences will fit the target fold. For example, the crystallo-
graphic structure of the Streptococcal protein G B1 domain
(GΒ1) [27] shows Leu7 in an unusual conformation that
does not appear in standard rotamer libraries [25]. There-
fore, an atomistic algorithm using such a library may not
suggest leucine at position 7 in the top ranked sequences.
The effect of the size of the rotamer library has also been
considered [28,29]; in general, the larger the library the
better. If the library contains too many similar conforma-
tions of each amino acid, however, the energy landscape is
flattened and energy minimization can be slow.
Residue classification
A reductionist approach to protein design, in which subsets
of a protein are designed independently, has proven fruit-
ful. Computational attempts to design protein cores date
back many years. More recently, there have been attempts
to design surfaces and boundary positions as well.
The size of the design problem is reduced if only a subset
of amino acid types need be considered in each of these
three classes of residue positions. Protein cores are typi-
cally composed of hydrophobic amino acids, and protein
surfaces are largely composed of hydrophilic amino acids,
but the boundary residues must be selected from the full
range of amino acids as these positions are observed to be
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic. An automated way to
classify residue positions is desirable, and a number of
approaches have been described [30,31].
The important components of the energy expression rele-
vant to the core, surface and boundary will be discussed in
the following sections.
The core
Early attention on the protein design problem focused on
the generally hydrophobic cores of proteins. It is believed
that the folding process is driven principally by hydropho-
bic collapse of the polypeptide, implying that a well
designed hydrophobic core is crucial to the structure and
stability of the protein [32].
As might be expected, van der Waals forces (i.e., packing
constraints) are crucial when designing the protein core.
Models in which packing constraints are the only element
of the energy expression are able to predict the stabilities of
core mutations with high accuracy, when polar substitu-
tions are not allowed [15,19,33–35]. The importance of
packing constraints can be determined by scaling the
atomic van der Waals radii by a factor α. When α is varied
to very high (>105%) or very low (<85%) values, implying
too little or too much volume being packed into the avail-
able space, respectively, the resulting proteins exhibit
unfolded or molten globule-like behavior [34]. This is not
surprising. Too much volume clearly requires the backbone
to shift to accommodate the excess [36]. Too little volume
would either leave cavities in the core, which have been
shown to destabilize proteins [37], or again force the back-
bone to shift to fill the cavity. When the protein backbone
is significantly different from the model backbone, the
model can no longer accurately predict the stability of the
protein, and there may cease to be a single stable folded
state. The optimal value of α was found to be 90%, imply-
ing that a slight over-packing of hydrophobic residues in
the core can actually stabilize a designed protein [34]. The
benefit of using slightly diminished van der Waals radii can
also be interpreted in terms of accommodating some back-
bone and rotamer flexibility (discussed later).
Consistent with the belief that the hydrophobic effect is a
dominant cause of protein folding, the protein design
cycle has been used to show that solvation effects also
have an important role in the design of protein cores [33].
The hydrophobic effect is usually approximated as an
energy benefit proportional to the amount of solvent-
accessible hydrophobic surface area that is buried upon
folding [38]. A penalty for burying polar area may also be
included. Calculation of solvation energies is complicated
by the need to construct the energy expression as a sum of
two-body interactions [39,40].
An entropic term has been tested [41], which may
improve the correlation between predicted energy and
biological activity [15]. Such a term should in particular
penalize methionine, as the loss of rotational freedom
upon burial of this residue in a protein core can lead to
destabilized proteins [42]. 
The surface
With the successful redesign of a range of protein cores, it is
natural to consider the redesign of protein surfaces. Despite
the incontrovertible role of the hydrophobic core in folding,
the surface is also crucial to a protein’s structure and stability.
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The protein design cycle has been utilized to design
surface sites, using as a starting point the energy expres-
sion determined from studies of protein cores. These
studies showed the importance of electrostatics and
hybridization-dependent hydrogen bonds [43]. In the case
of α-helical surfaces, no further energy terms are neces-
sary to achieve good predictive ability. This is possibly
because the sidechains that are better hydrogen-bond
formers are also good α-helix formers, as quantified by
α-helical propensity [43,44].
The above energy terms are not sufficient to design
β-sheet surfaces, however [45]. It may be necessary to
directly bias the energy expression towards those
sidechains with good β-sheet propensities. This is physi-
cally justifiable because common energy expressions do
not otherwise include sidechain self-energies, which must
at some level lead to propensities.
It is also possible that a main source of β-sheet stability is to
be found elsewhere, for example, in the hydrogen bonds
that cause alignment with neighboring β strands. In the case
of antiparallel β strands, the turn joining the two strands has
an important role. Modifying the component residues of the
turn can seriously affect protein stability [46–48]. In the case
of noncontinuous strands, it has been suggested that small
clusters of hydrophobic area on the surface may help to set
the register [49]. The hydrophobic effect may drive neigh-
boring strands to align in such a way as to bury as much of
the exposed hydrophobic area as possible, for example, by
covering it with long amphiphilic sidechains.
The boundary
Some residues cannot be easily classified as core or surface
constituents. Depending on the sidechain orientation they
can interact with either the core of the protein or with the
solvent. One such example is Trp43 of GB1 [34], which is
predicted by modeling to rotate out into the solvent when
nearby core residues are replaced with larger sidechains.
Such unfavorable behavior can be attenuated by a
hydrophobic exposure penalty [31,34].
Recent work has shown that the design of boundary
residues can lead to impressively enhanced stability
[50]. Just four boundary-site mutations in the 56-residue
GΒ1 improve the stability from 3.3 kcal/mol to
7.1 kcal/mol at 50°C, converting a mesophilic protein
into a hyperthermophilic protein.
Full de novo sequence design
To date there exists only a single example of a complete
sequence calculation in which the structure of the
designed protein was experimentally shown to achieve the
design target [30]. This calculation included one core posi-
tion, seven boundary positions and 18 surface positions,
leading to a total of 1027 possible sequence solutions. The
success of this design effort underscores the power of
computational approaches.
Backbone
Most atomistic protein design efforts require a fixed back-
bone. The calculation is performed under the assumption
that the target backbone is precisely the backbone that
will be achieved by the computed sequence. Fortunately,
alterations in the backbone do not necessarily lead to
large changes in the accessible sequence space [51]. In
one study, a 2 Å root mean square deviation (rmsd) in the
backbone led to only a 0.5 Å rmsd in predicted sidechain
conformations [29]. Backbone flexibility can be modeled
by using a softer van der Waals potential — in other
words, giving the modeled atoms a fuzzy edge. This
effect can be obtained by using reduced atomic radii,
which has been shown to improve the stability of
designed proteins [34].
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Figure 1
The role of negative design. Using a
thermodynamic energy expression, a protein
design algorithm computes that sequence 1 is
the lowest energy sequence when threaded
onto the target structure T. The ground-state
structure of sequence 1, however, is an
alternative structure X. In this case, the design
algorithm would ideally return sequence 2, the
lowest energy sequence with ground-state
structure T.
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Protein backbone movements may be incorporated if the
backbone is parameterizable [51,52], although to keep the
calculation tractable, the number of sidechain rotamer
combinations may be limited. A coiled-coil with right-
handed superhelical twist, the backbone of which was
necessarily designed de novo, has recently been reported
[53], where 216 amino acid sequences were considered.
Negative design
The importance of negative design is the subject of much
discussion. Recent work by Hellinga [54] highlights the
importance of this issue in computational protein design.
The inverse-folding design method determines the
sequence of amino acids with the lowest energy when
threaded onto the target backbone. It is conceivable that
in some cases the computed sequence may actually prefer
to fold to a different target structure, and that a sequence
with a slightly higher computed energy would fold to the
desired target (Figure 1). Unfortunately, knowledge of
which structure will be adopted by the computed
sequence requires a solution to the protein folding
problem. Lattice models consisting of only two amino
acid types can, however, be used to perform both
sequence design and fold prediction. In this context, pro-
posals to include non-thermodynamic potential functions
aimed at addressing negative design issues have been
developed [55–57]. The hydrophobic exposure penalty is
one example of negative design that improves predictive
power [31,34]. Despite the power of lattice model simula-
tions, it has been suggested that the design procedure
may be qualitatively different in such binary patterned
systems [58].
Conclusions
The design of proteins that fold to a specified target back-
bone structure is becoming possible. Future advances are
likely to follow from a tight coupling of experimental and
computational work in a protein design cycle, with ever
larger protein sequences designed de novo being revealed
in the near future. Discovering the forces critical to the
determination of backbone conformation and their cou-
pling to sequence selection will rise as the major challenge
in solving the ‘complete’ protein design problem. A
general ability to design specific protein structures will
pave the way towards the goal of rationally designing
novel functional molecules.
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